
What is a GBCA Greenstar  
Building Assessment?
A Greenstar building assessment examines the design 
aspects of a new building and determines its total 
annual energy consumption and energy efficiency in 
addition to a range of other environmental measures. 

Why do it?
Understanding energy consumption and improving 
the energy efficiency of your building can save you 
money and reduce your environmental impact by 
lowering your energy consumption and associated 
greenhouse gas emissions. Recent legislative changes 
referencing the Building Code of Australia require new 
and existing buildings that are extensively renovated 
or altered to meet minimum energy performance 
requirements. Similarly, commercial and other buildings 
offered for sale or lease are required to provide an 
energy rating to the prospective tenant or purchaser. A 
Greenstar rating will provide a useful baseline against 
which an operational assessment (such as NABERS) 
can be delivered and will facilitate the operational 
assessment and enhance the value of the building to 
the prospective building owner/tenant. 

How does it work?

Greenstar ratings begin at the commencement of the 
initial design phase of a new building. A Greenstar 
expert is nominated by the building owner and 
appointed to the building design team. This expert 
drives the compliance assessment process throughout 
the design and construct phases of the building 
through to formal handover to the building owner and 
the expiration of the building warranty period. The 
Greenstar rating system and tools are used to evaluate 
a building’s designed performance and then provide a 
star rating reflecting that performance. The compliance 
assessment process also facilitates identification 
of potential inefficiencies and the development of 
solutions to improve your building’s designed energy 
performance. 

What makes it work?
EngGS 1F – Greenstar (GBCA Green Star 
environmental rating system for new buildings)

EngGS 1F-A - Greenstar Assessment

EngGS 1F-B - Greenstar Assistance

EngGS 1F-1 - Commercial buildings

EngGS 1F-2 - Hospitals

EngGS 1F-3 - Hotels

Alberfield is committed to making a difference for our Clients in the efficient use and 
effective management of Energy in their operations.

Alberfield Energy focuses our specialist energy skills, experience and knowledge to best 
support energy management in your organisation.

Alberfield Energy understands that the needs of your organisation are unique. We will 
work closely with you to create a customised solution that makes a difference for you. 

ENERGY
GBCA Greenstar Assessment Solutions

Your requirement not on the list? Contact us to find out how we  
can help with your individual needs www.alberfield.com.au
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Assessments are also currently carried out on: Apartment Buildings, Schools, University buildings, TAFEs, Offices, 
Shopping Centres, Industrial Facilities.

Soon assessments will be carried out on: Libraries, Youth centres, Museums, Art Galleries, Performing Arts 
Centres, Auditoriums, Courts and Places of Worship.

http://www.gbca.org.au/green-star/  (accessed 12/9/12) 
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EngGS 1F - A 
GBCA Greenstar Assessment

Figure 2 adapted from City of Melbourne Green Star and Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme (ABGR) 
Fact Sheet.

EngGS 1F - B 
GBCA Greenstar Assistance
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